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Like the video games that fuel it, the esports sector is now one of the fastest growing, most popular and vibrant categories of entertainment in the digitally driven economy.
A global audience of millions regularly watches professionals playing games competitively and a professional ecosystem is fast taking shape.

The audiences and prize pools for major tournaments rival and often exceed those of traditional sporting events and big brand sponsors are looking at the opportunities to reach passionate fans.

Esports – and in particular live tournament events – offer huge opportunities across the UK in job creation, local economic growth, tourism, new skills development, and giving a clear signal to the world about our ambitions around technology, innovation and creativity. The aim of this whitepaper is to give some context of this global industry which is born digital and has already reaped huge rewards globally. It is also to identify the opportunities and highlight the ways in which the UK based esports sector can work with government and other stakeholders to make the UK a key destination for the global esports industry.

Ukie represents the major esports stakeholders in the UK including publishers such as Activision, EA and Hi-Rez, league and event operators including ESL, Gfinity, FaceIT and Game/Multiplay; digital broadcast platforms such as Twitch and Azubu; teams including Team Dignitas and Fnatic; and grassroots organisations like the National University Esports League.

This paper represents the conclusion of a dialogue and consultation process over several months with many of these key stakeholders.

As well as generating recommendations for how to grow the sector in the UK, this process explored the wider regulatory landscape surrounding esports and generated many views on how the sector can continue to develop responsible self-regulatory practices and how current regulatory frameworks would best fit the esports sector.

This paper is a first step at defining some of the key drivers for the UK sector. Some of these areas are explored here (such as suggestions around immigration and skills) but there are plenty of other discussions to be had, and we hope that this is the start of an ongoing discussion around esports. The businesses that we represent are committed to growing the esports in a responsible way that benefits players, businesses and consumers. And Ukie, together with its members and the wider sector, is committed to working with decision makers to support to promote and grow the esports opportunity in the UK.

The esports sector wants to maintain an open and informative relationship with government and the wider business and investment sector. The sector also wants to ensure that all discussions with policy makers are accurate and represent the views of the widest possible UK esports sector.

The UK’s existing, well respected business and regulatory landscape already provides just the right ingredients for such a fast evolving sector to grow. By combining industry commitment with political and practical support at national and local levels - collectively promoting and encouraging the sector - this country’s schools, universities, towns, cities, regions and nations can become the breeding grounds for the best esports players, leagues, broadcasters, sponsors and tournaments in the world.
Esports are played and watched by millions of people around the world. In South Korea, esports has risen to the level of a national pastime, with players and teams treated as household names. In other countries, public support has seen esports being introduced into school curriculums. Esports has been instrumental in regenerating the economy of whole cities, like Katowice in Poland, which is becoming internationally recognised as an esports destination.

The UK already has a well-established esports fanbase yet it lags behind some other international markets as a major esports destination (as you can see in the international comparisons section below).

This country however is uniquely placed to become a global hub for esports.

Firstly, the UK is host to a concentrated combination of businesses from the worlds of video games, traditional entertainment, sports, event management, consumer brands and now esports operators.

Secondly, UK consumers are known for their early adoption of video games, other entertainment media and technology.

Thirdly, the UK’s existing business, legal and regulatory frameworks already provide a strong platform for esports businesses to grow.

And finally, the UK’s well established interactive entertainment sector provides a ready-made ecosystem in terms of skills, creativity and support services on which to build esports.

China provides 28% of total global awareness of esports in 2016.
Esports is the practice of playing video games competitively, usually over the internet or via networked computers in venues. Players perform either solo or in teams and at the top of the esports eco system receive prize money for winning, often in the millions of pounds. It is now one of the fastest growing and vibrant digital industries in the world.

Video games have always had a competitive element that lend themselves perfectly to attracting spectators, tapping into the human desire to watch highly skilled people do something at the highest level. Whilst competitive games tournaments have been held for the last 30 years, highly organised mass participation esports events, being broadcast to millions started to emerge in South Korea in the 2000s.

The continued growth of video games as a cultural medium, coupled with faster broadband speeds and improved access to technology, has allowed esports to develop into a multi-million pound, multinational sector in its own right.

Viewing figures for major tournaments, broadcast primarily via the internet but increasingly on live television, are now rivalling and often exceeding traditional sporting events.

The global esports audience is millions strong, with a total estimated count of 292m people worldwide in 2016. This audience is primarily young, with 73% of all esports fans in the under 35 age bracket, and tech-savvy. Many of this group no longer consume broadcast television, radio or read newspapers due to the development of internet alternatives and are more likely to subscribe to services streaming video (Netflix, YouTube), music (Spotify, Apple Music) and news sites.

As a gateway to this elusive demographic, esports is starting to attract traditional media businesses and heavy investment through sponsorship and advertisement.

“esports is a natural evolution of multiplayer gaming. Playing and watching esports builds communities and is innately social”

Interview respondee
73% of all esports fans are in the under 35 age bracket

The extended component parts of the sector and commercial opportunities around them will produce estimated global revenues of $493m in 2016, with a year-on-year growth of 51.7%. By 2019, esports will be a billion-dollar industry. [1 Newzoo]

The increasing involvement of internationally recognised, big brand sponsors and innovative crowd funded models have seen professional teams compete for prize pots sometimes exceeding $20 million (£15.6m) at The International 2016, being watched live by audiences in football stadiums of 40,000 as well as online in their millions.

Games like Vainglory are bringing esports mechanics to mobile platforms which is only going to further fuel growth for the sector. There is also early interest for how esports could be applied to cutting edge technologies such as virtual reality and augmented reality.
Esports is one of the fastest growing and exciting digital entertainment sectors in the world:

- Estimated global esports revenues are growing at a double digit rate: 2016 revenue is estimated at $493m and by 2019 esports is predicted to be a billion-dollar industry. [1]
- Major tournaments fill huge stadiums: over 100,000 fans visit Katowice in Poland every year and Wembley Arena has seen tens of thousands of people attend major esports events, including two of the world’s largest games, Valve’s CounterStrike: Global Offensive and Riot Games’ League of Legends (where in 2015 Fnatic, a globally leading UK-based team, reached the LCS Worlds semi-finals).
- Prizes at major esports events rival or even exceed those in traditional sports. For example, the 2016 DOTA 2 finals saw a record prize pool of $20.1 million, with $9m awarded to the winning team (larger than the 2015 NFL Superbowl prize and more than 1 twice the 2014 NBA finals prize2). The largest prize pool held on British soil to date was the $765,000 ECS Season One final held at Wembley SSE Arena and organised by UK-based FaceIT and Twitch.
- Top esports events attract millions of viewers: the League of Legends 2015 Worlds tournament saw over 360 million hours of esports broadcast and the tournament final had 36 million viewers TV broadcast is growing via deals with Turner in the US, Sky in UK/EU, and other deals in several countries.
- Traditional sports are beginning to recognise esports’ potential. For example, the UK’s own Team Dignitas was recently acquired by American investors and owners of the NBA basketball team the Philadelphia 76ers. Football clubs including West Ham and Manchester City have signed FIFA esports players (the popular football video game franchise and some clubs (including the German football club Schalke) have gone further and acquired teams in top esports including League of Legends.
- Esports are increasingly a part of the wider cultural mix, engaging millions of young people in the UK. Multiplay’s Insomnia event, sometimes known as the Glastonbury of Gaming, includes esports alongside other activities and attracts tens of thousands of attendees to the NEC in Birmingham each year.

A thriving esports sector can:

- Drive economic growth throughout the UK - esports tournaments can fill stadiums and attract big international brands, connecting them up to online global audiences of millions. Hosting major esports events can bring tens of thousands of people to towns, cities and regions throughout the UK and internationally, encouraging tourism and boosting the local economy.
- Provide highly skilled jobs. Companies in the esports sector require people with entrepreneurialism and technological savvy. Esports is also driving the creation of new categories of jobs including esports commentators and analysts and is also creating synergies with existing jobs such as sports psychologists and broadcasters. As importantly, the popularity of esports is also driving the market for video games, including games developed in the UK, and the growth of jobs in the game development, retail and events sector.
- Create a diverse and hugely accessible ecosystem – low barriers to entry means players from all backgrounds and abilities can compete in esports on level digital playing fields - further growing the spectator fanbase. Esports are inherently social and can engage young people with technology and team-based, strategic thinking - opening opportunities for young people to discover careers in esports, the games sector and wider digital creative professions.

"esports creates jobs for roles that have not existed before."

Interview respondee
However, this growth does not match that of other major esports markets and a number of barriers are in place that are preventing the UK from truly becoming a world leading esports hub:

+ Low levels of awareness and understanding of the esports sector amongst the wider UK population, policy makers, potential investors and commercial sponsors at a local and national level
+ No coordinated support from policy makers throughout the country to support commercial growth of the sector and attract big international esports tournaments
+ Little celebration or promotion of the achievements that British esports has achieved to date and is working on right now
+ No coordinated support for improving skills and inspiring the next generation of highly skilled talent to play, make and produce esports in the UK - creating a talent pathway from grassroots to professional
+ Inadequate broadband reach and low connection speeds hampering both the playing and watching of esports and the development of esports games

The UK’s esports audience is expected to reach 8 million in 2019

1 [http://www.dota2.com/international/overview/](http://www.dota2.com/international/overview/)
The UK, with its tradition of embracing video games and their wider cultural influence, its early adoption of digital platforms and its inherent entrepreneurial and sporting excellence, is perfectly placed to become a global hub for esports.

Major esports companies are already recognising the potential for growth in the UK and there are currently several established tournament series running throughout the UK and major esports-focused publishers and developers such as Activision Blizzard, EA and Hi Rez have significant regional offices in the UK.

In recognition of the value of esports the UK’s largest specialist gaming retailer, Game, last year acquired Multiplay, one of the UK’s longest established esports businesses, for £20 million.

Multiplay have held events that include a qualifier for the $1,000,000 COD XP tournament in Los Angeles, their own global Starcraft 2 tournaments (ESET UK Masters and the IGN Pro League Qualifier) and more recently, their Truesilver Championship, a $30,000 Hearthstone tournament.

The UK is starting to see some other significant events being hosted here: ESL hosted their CS:GO Pro League Season 3 broadcasts from their Leicester studio, and hosted the $750,000 prize pool finals at the O2 Indigo in Greenwich, London; the largest prize pool held on British soil was the $765,000 ECS Season One final at Wembley SSE Arena; the largest prize pool organised by a solely British organisation is the $125,000 Gfinity Summer Masters tournament at their dedicated arena in Fulham Broadway.

The UK is already seeing investment in esports facilities around the country. ESL UK have invested in a state of the art esports studio in Leicester that has up to 30 cameras running at 4k providing the highest quality HD broadcasts to global audiences and Gfinity have transformed the Vue cinema in London’s Fulham Broadway to be able to host over 600 people watching world class competitive tournaments.

At a professional team level, there are many UK players and teams operating internationally and attracting the attention of international investors and sponsors – leading teams Team Dignitas and Fnatic are headquartered within the UK. There is however a shortage of top homegrown UK superstars playing esports at the very highest level and a limited flow of talent coming from amateur esports leagues. This requires more support for training facilities for top players such as the potential National Training Centre at Pinewood and to support more sustainable grassroots initiatives.

The importance of growing grassroots UK talent has recently been recognised by ESL UK’s commitment to growing their UK Premiership on the two tenets of stability and sustainability; giving UK teams the chance to compete in a professional league with the aim of filling the UK’s current skills gap of world class esports teams and players.

There is also evidence of the growing strength of the UK’s grassroots esports sector to be seen in initiatives such as the National University Esports League (NUEL), which has over 3000 players representing 110 of the UK’s universities.

New initiatives originating in the UK are bringing esports to new audiences, such as the egames tournament to be played by national teams for pride and medals in a model similar to the Olympics.

Major high street retailer, Game, have also recently launched a new initiative this year to bring esports to the high street with their esports and competitive gaming zone, in their shop in the Manchester Trafford Centre - giving consumers access to the best games technology and a chance to take part in some competitive game playing.
the ingredients for success
what can the UK learn from other countries?

The UK’s esports audience is set to grow from 6.5m in 2016 to 8m in 2019 with a cumulative annual growth rate of 7.5%

Whilst the UK esports sector is growing, it lags behind other major esports destinations. These and other countries already provide templates for what success looks like and what can be done if the UK is to match the ambition of some of the biggest esports markets in the world.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>China</th>
<th>South Korea</th>
<th>USA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total regional esports revenue (2016)</td>
<td>$73.3m</td>
<td>$37.3m</td>
<td>$176.7m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicted esports revenue and growth rate (2019)</td>
<td>$188.6m (45%)</td>
<td>$62.7m (21%)</td>
<td>$447.3m (39%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esports audience in 2016 (% of global)</td>
<td>106.2m (36%)</td>
<td>53.4m (23%)</td>
<td>46.7m (16%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All estimated figures provided by Newzoo

76% of Esports Enthusiasts state that their esports viewing is taking away from hours they used to spend on viewing sports

65% of Esports Enthusiasts in the US actively uses Instagram vs. 44% of online population
South Korea:  
esports as national pastime  
Audience size: 53.4m

South Korea leads the ways in having esports as a deep and ingrained part of its culture and having the world leading infrastructure to support it.

It is a highly technologically advanced country with high levels of public support for esports. Famed for their dominance in the Real-Time Strategy game StarCraft, national television broadcasts weekly matches in the country’s own league. This has made household names of many of their biggest players who continue to operate at the top level of big global competitions.

Esports cannot exist without widespread, high speed broadband. South Korea, with its huge esports audience, shows the clear link between fast broadband and growth in esports - leading the world with an average broadband speed of 26.7 MB/s per connection and an esports audience of 53.4m (23% of the global total).

The USA:  
monetizing a fast growing sector  
Audience size: 46.7m

Whilst other countries may have a broader cultural understanding of esports, the US is quickly catching up and esports is starting to rival traditional sports viewing. 22% of millennial age male Americans watch esports, more than the number who watch ice hockey and equal to the number regularly watching baseball. Esports revenue still has significant room to grow. If esports represented the same ‘per fan’ revenue values as more established industries such as the NBA, today’s $493m global revenue would be closer to $2.5bn. [1]

Esports’ ability to reach new, younger audiences is also being recognised by LA 2024 (hosts of the 2024 Olympic Games) who have recently pledged to harness the growing global popularity and technology of esports as a way of reinvigorating global youth’s connection to the Olympic Movement.

The importance of friction free immigration for players is recognised in the USA. Players attending tournaments in the US can be provided athlete or P1 visas in order to more easily enter the country, state senators have intervened in order to resolve immigration disputes that could prevent players attending their events.

Germany:  
providing the right support for players  
Audience Size: 6.4m

The importance of wider support to attract and support big tournament can be seen in Germany, which is the home country for one of the world’s largest tournament operators, ESL, who hold several major tournaments for most of the main esports games. Germany provides the support for the esports sector to thrive. For example it has facilities like the ESC gaming centre, for teams to hire with high-speed fibre internet connections and other facilities to use as training grounds when arriving early in the country to prepare for one of the many major tournaments hosted in Germany or throughout Western Europe, short train or plane rides away.

Scandinavia:  
Esports education  
Audience size: 2.7m

Scandinavia is considered one of the centres of European esports and Sweden, Norway and Finland have had long public exposure to professional gaming as a career path and entertainment option.

This popularity has lead both Swedish and Norwegian education ministries to introduce an esports curriculum track of physical education currently taught by at least two secondary schools. The Swedish curriculum, in place at Arlandagymnasiet High School in Mästa, teaches physical education, alongside nutrition and psychology, with dedicated lessons on esports, the tactics of winning Counter-Strike matches and communication techniques.

China:  
The biggest esports audience in the world and superstar players  
Audience size: 106.2m

China is the leading single nation in esports audiences and revenues. China also provides a good example of how acceptance of video games at a cultural level leads to huge growth in esports. In 2015, the percentage of internet users in China playing online games was 56.9% (391.5m)5 and the ensuing popularity of esports in China is reflected in the country’s appointment of Warcraft III player Li “Sky” Xiaofeng as a torch bearer for the Olympic relay prior to the 2008 Beijing Games.

---

1 https://newzoo.com/insights/infographics/uk-esports-audience-2016/


The UK needs a strategy to attract big international tournaments and we need Westminster and local government to understand and support the sector.

Government, industry and the investment community can work together to make the UK an esports powerhouse and to play a constructive role in the growth of global esports. A thriving esports sector creates jobs and makes a clear statement about the UK’s ambition to be a world leader in technology, innovation, digital trade and the creative industries.

This can be achieved through implementing the following recommendations:
Strategy and infrastructure

1. The sector to work with the Department for International Trade, local government and LEPs to develop a joined up strategic approach and compelling trade and investment offer to major tournament holders, IP owners and brands to attract the biggest esports events and broadcasts to the UK and enabling UK companies involved in the sector to succeed internationally.

2. Government to incentivise the delivery of superfast broadband that matches market leaders such as South Korea (which has an average broadband speed of 27MB second) and develop a strategy for the UK to become a world leader in 5G.

3. The sector to further coordinate itself as an industry group, possibly via a UK esports council for all major organisations and expert individuals involved in esports in the UK to share information and encourage and facilitate the sharing of best practice between esports businesses, related organisations and other sectors.

4. Industry and government to develop a methodology for more accurately measuring the UK esports sector.

Esports present a huge opportunity at a national level but also for towns and cities throughout the country to become globally recognised esports destinations.

The UK also has a long heritage of creating, managing and hosting some of the biggest sporting events in the world (whether that’s the Premier League, the Rugby World Cup or London 2012).

This has often involved shaping bids in partnership with government to attract famous sporting tournaments and put on UK events that are on a par with the best in the world. This experience should be used to attract the biggest esports events to the UK.

The main role for government, on a national level but also increasingly through Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) and Local Authorities, is to work with the sector to actively promote and encourage esports in the UK.

The ambition should be to integrate esports opportunities into the government’s trade and investment work and the growth strategies for LEPs and local authorities around the country, and proactively encourage major esports businesses and tournaments to be established in towns, cities and regions throughout the UK.

A fast internet connection is the lifeblood of esports. Without it games cannot be made, players cannot compete with each other and there is no connection with the global audience of tens of millions of esports fans who power the growth in esports. So, with esports being watched by a global audience of millions, largely through online streaming services, connectivity through top quality high speed broadband is an absolute necessity if the UK is to become a global esports destination.

Government should continue with its plans to roll 2MB/s broadband out to 95% of the UK population. However, with countries like South Korea having an average connection speed of more than 20MB/s the UK needs to look to improving the speeds that UK consumers can access and to have a strategy in place to become a world leader in 5G technology.

The recent government announcements of further funding for a new Digital Infrastructure Investment Fund and the further development of 5G are welcome in this respect.

There is a need for the esports sector to speak with a clear voice to the UK government; to better promote the sector; to continue to work closely with existing regulatory bodies; to better support UK esports initiatives at all levels; and to better coordinate the sector’s strategic voice and vision for the UK. Ukie together with its members and other stakeholders will continue to build on the work it has already done to fulfill this role (through its existing Esports Group) with a wider commitment to support the esports sector.

“

The sector needs to think about long term opportunities and to continue working towards more professionalisation.

Interview respondee

To support this work the industry should regularly come together to discuss the right approach to key issues. One solution would be for a new council to meet twice a year - made up from representatives of Ukie’s existing Esports Group and other stakeholders.

This council would not have any executive powers or governance over the sector but will help to ensure all UK esports related activity is strategically aligned and information is shared to enable the best possible outcome for the sector. The council would also collectively scan the horizon to ensure that the UK esports sector can continue to take a responsible approach across all aspects of the eco system.

As the sector develops it will become increasingly important to have more detailed economic information and employment figures for the esports sector. The current SIC code system does not currently accurately capture the size of esports as a separate sector. Industry initiatives such as Ukie’s UK Games Map should build on research currently undertaken by companies such as Newzoo, to more accurately capture esports businesses and government should consider how official statistics can more accurately capture the size of esports in the UK.
Skills, talent and diversity

5. government to consider the needs of esports businesses and players in policy debates around skills and immigration. The industry and government also consider how esports roles could better integrated into the existing Tier 1 and Tier 2 Visas process and ensure friction-free access to the highly skilled talent needed by the games and esports sectors.

6. the UK’s already world-leading games industry education courses to include esports modules - to be implemented via undertaking a skills review of current esports job roles and application to existing course contents.

7. esports companies to actively support sustainable initiatives that promote and inspire diverse participation of esports. To work with partner organisations, such as the national Digital Schoolhouse programme, to host tournaments and other initiatives that encourage diverse participants and audiences.

8. fifteen UK esports ambassadors to be created to promote esports in the UK and internationally, picked from a diverse mix of players, developers, publishers and event organisers, and to be added to the UK’s existing Video Games Ambassadors scheme.

The sector should therefore review how esports visas for highly skilled esports players and employees can be best integrated into existing immigration policies and procedures, possibly through working with one the ‘competent bodies’ that exist in the UK to endorse applications for Tier 1 Exceptional Talent Visas (for example Tech City is the designated competent body for digital technology).

There is the potential for esports to be open to an even wider audience - creating a bigger consumer fanbase and a bigger pool of UK players. Anyone with an internet connection and a computer can compete in esports and amateur players from a diverse range of backgrounds can move through the ranks to become professionals. The sustainable support of this grassroot and amateur scene is key to the long term success of esports in the UK.

Whilst there are female esports players and leagues more needs to be done to encourage not just women but more people from diverse backgrounds to consider esports as career or as players or professionals.

One of the first places to start encouraging the next generation of diverse talent into the esports sector is through the UK’s already well established games industry courses at universities and colleges. Initially this should take the form of guest lectures from esports developers, players and tournament holders but there is scope to develop more formal educational resources, better tailored to improving the skilled workforce the esports sector needs.

There is also scope for existing programmes to include and support more esports initiatives including Ukie’s Digital Schoolhouse programme (powered by PlayStation) which applies innovative teaching methods to engage 15,000 primary and secondary age children throughout the country with digital skills. Digital Schoolhouse is currently establishing an esports competition, with a particular focus in using esports to engage pupils from a diverse range of backgrounds and vulnerable students with technology and team based activities.

More could be done to encourage people to consider careers in the esports sector through having esports representation in existing initiatives like the Video Games Ambassadors scheme of over 300 industry volunteers across the country who inspire children and young people to work in the games industry. However, a full review of the skills required by the sector now and in the future is required that will determine where specific action and intervention is required in this area.

The growth in esports can also drive the market for video games. Making the games played as esports requires a blend of maths, science and computing combined with art and creativity. Whilst the adoption of coding onto the UK’s national curriculum has been a big boost to the games sector, there must be a continued focus on STEM skills combined with the creativity required to make innovative digital content.

With tournaments happening around the world and professional teams increasingly made up from players from many different countries, who may only need to be in a country to take part in a competition for a couple of days at a time, restrictive immigration policies could become a major barrier to the UK becoming a major esports destination.

Esports players and other professionals therefore need to be recognised as a highly skilled and inclusive profession and the UK’s immigration system must not place barriers for players competing in UK-based tournaments or when they wish to base themselves in this country.

The growth in esports can also drive the market for video games. Making the games played as esports requires a blend of maths, science and computing combined with art and creativity. Whilst the adoption of coding onto the UK’s national curriculum has been a big boost to the games sector, there must be a continued focus on STEM skills combined with the creativity required to make innovative digital content.
Esports presents a huge opportunity to the UK. Whilst the market will continue to grow and develop naturally, combined commitment from government and industry to actively promote the sector, integrate it into policy thinking around growth and infrastructure plans (particularly regionally) and boost the talent flow into the sector will give the UK the inertia it needs to become a world leader in esports and play its part in growing the sector globally.

To ensure a sustainable future for esports in the UK, the UK esports industry needs to be at the forefront of esports thinking that recognises the constantly shifting and multinational nature of esports but nonetheless identifies common objectives for the UK.

Having a collective vision for attracting the biggest and best tournaments will put the UK on the map as a global hub for esports. This will in turn further raise awareness of the sector, leading to further investment that can start to further fuel the sustainable grassroots support that the UK sector needs - inspiring a new generation of diverse talent into the industry: making the best new esports games; beating the best players in the world and producing world class esports events on a par with the UK’s reputation for hosting other global sporting events.

As stated in this paper, having a successful esports sector in the UK would create economic growth and inspire new skills but there are also other benefits. We should look to countries like South Korea for inspiration, not just in terms of the immediate benefits to their economy that esports has brought to them but also in terms of the broader statement esports makes of a country embracing innovation and making a statement to millions of young esports fans about the forward looking approach to technology and new, modern industries.

The UK has all the ingredients to emulate other esports market leaders. With a commitment from the sector and government to work together, to deliver the recommendations in this paper and to continue to evolve common goals, this country can reach the very top of the esports leagues.